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Abstract: In order to solve the tension disturbance problem of the strip processing line due to the motion 
of the looper carriage, the active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) strategy is presented. Meanwhile, 
the tension control of the looper is converted into the tension control of the wire rope between the winch 
and the looper carriage. A new tension measurement method is designed in order to obtain the tension 
and facilitate closed-loop tension control instead of a tension transducer. Considering the parameter 
uncertainty and the multi-disturbance of the stainless steel strip processing line, an ADRC controller is 
designed, and then the stability and parameter tuning procedure of ADRC are discussed. Finally, 
experiments are carried out based on the data from the processing line. Simulation results show the 
effectiveness of the proposed strategy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Stainless steel strip processing line is a typical winding 
system. It usually includes the unwinder, the rewinder, the 
bridle, the looper, the processing segment, and the skin pass 
mill, etc. The main control objective of the stainless steel 
processing line is to keep the strip tension stable during the 
production process, especially in the processing segment. To 
maintain the logistics balance of rolling mill spans and the 
constant tension of the strip in the strip processing line, 
loopers are installed between rolling stands, and thus 
constitute an important element in the entire line (Seok, 
1997). Motion of the looper carriage is facilitated by the 
change of strip velocity between the processing line and exit 
side of the looper. So the study of the dynamics and control 
strategy of the looper is a kind of important problem (Pagilla, 
2001; Pagilla, 2003; Zhong, 2012) and is, therefore, the focus 
of this paper. 

The study of the looper tension started only in recent years. A 
primary study on modelling and control of loopers was given 
in (Pagilla, 2001); an average dynamic model was developed 
and used for control design. Then various advanced control 
strategies were proposed and applied to solve this problem, 
such as Lyapunov's second method (Pagilla, 2003), sliding-
model control (Zhong, 2012), decentralized robust 
decoupling control (Yang, 2015), and differential geometry 
control (Noh, 2011). A discrete-time fuzzy state feedback 
control was proposed for looper tension control in (Chen, 
2012). These methods enriched the theory research of the 
looper tension control. However those methods are 
complicated based on the accurate system models or the 
information of disturbance, so that they are difficult to 
implement in the engineering. In the actual engineering, PI

control (Magura, 2016; Yang, 2017; Gan, 2017; Yin, 2018; 
Mao, 2018) and the open-loop control are generally adopted. 
In (Yang, 2017), it set up a tensiometer to measure the strip 
tension, however, it increased the cost. In (Yin, 2018), it 
improved the process, while it also increased the cost. 
Furthermore, PI controller cannot meet all requirements of 
the control objects and specifications. Without a feed- back in 
the open-loop control, it will produce a wobble to the tension 
inevitably (Wang, 2004). Therefore, to further improve the 
quality and efficiency in industry, researchers and engineers 
try to explore better methods for the tension control. 

The emergence of active disturbance rejection control 
(ADRC) brings a new way to solve the looper tension control 
problem (Huang, 2012). ADRC can actively estimate and 
reject disturbances of both internal and external disturbances, 
which is independent of models and more suitable for the 
nonlinear system theoretically. And ADRC has been applied 
to many systems (Liu, 2011; Pedro, 2013; Sira-Ramirez, 
2014; Jiang, 2015; Li, 2015; Guo, 2016; Zhou, 2017). (Zhou 
et al., 2007) has applied ADRC to the tension control of 
loopers firstly. Then (Zhang et al., 2014) applied ADRC to 
the winding system. Based on that, considering 
characteristics of the looper, this paper translates the tension 
control of the looper into the wire rope tension between the 
winch and the looper carriage in modelling the tension 
dynamic model of the looper. Then a new tension 
measurement method and an ADRC controller are designed. 
In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy, 
results of the tension measurement module is compared with 
the actual tension value, and results of the ADRC controller 
is compared with the PI controller and the open-loop control. 

In this paper, the main contribution of this study is given by: 
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1) Convert the looper tension control into the tension control 
of the wire rope between the winch and the looper carriage 
first time, so that it simplified the control model greatly; 

2) Replace the tension transducer with a new linear tension 
measuring method, in order to decrease the cost and the 
complexity of structure; 

3) Design an ADRC controller to control the looper tension 
and adopt the actual industrial data to do experiments. So it 
can reflect the value of the proposed approach in industrial 
field. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
analyses the structure of the looper and builds its dynamics 
model. Section 3 designs a new tension measurement method. 
An ADRC controller is designed to control the tension, and 
then the stability and parameter tuning of ADRC are 
discussed in section 4. Simulation experiments are discussed 
in section 5. Section 6 gives concluding remarks. 

2. TENSION DYNAMIC MODEL 

2.1  Analysis of looper structure 

The looper mainly consists of upstream rollers, downstream 
rollers, a looper carriage, and the driven device. The number 
of rollers in a looper is determined by the quantity of strip 
steel to be stored and the length or height of the looper. The 
driven device consists of the wire rope and a winch which 

provides power for the operation of loopers. A simplified 
schematic of a looper is shown in Fig.1. 
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Fig. 1. Sketch of a looper. 

In Fig. 1, 
LiF  is the strip tension of the thi  layer; 

RopeF  is the 

wire rope tension. Generally, the speed of upstream driven 
rollers is the reference of the entire looper section; the speed 
of downstream driven rollers needs to be corrected in real 
time according to the tension error between the reference of 
the current span and the actual tension of the next adjacent 
span, as shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, 

fDownv Re
 is the reference 

velocity of downstream driven rollers, 
Downv  is the actual 

velocity of downstream driven rollers, 
fNextFRe

 is the reference 

tension of the next span, 
nextF  is the actual value of the next 

adjacent tension span. 

 Fig. 2. Sketch of downstream driven roller. 

The winch control adopts the open-loop control in industry, 
that is, the winch pulls the carriage with a constant force. Due 
to the friction between the carriage and the ground or 
bearings, the direction of the friction will change with the 
reversing motion of the carriage. When the speed of the 
looper carriage is positive, the force equation is given by: 

2Looper RopenF f F                                                                  (1) 

When the speed of the looper carriage is negative, the force 
equation is given by: 

2Looper RopenF f F                                                                   (2) 

where, 
LooperF  is the tension of the looper, f is the friction of 

the looper carriage, and n  is the layer number of the strip. 

Notice that 
RopeF is constant, so 

LooperF will increase with the 

reversing motion of the looper carriage. Thus, the motion of 
the looper carriage will lead a large disturbance to the tension 
control. 

2.2  Looper tension dynamic model 

According to (Pagilla, 2001), the average tension of the 
looper is given by: 

1

1 n

Looper i
i

F F
n 

                                                                         (3) 

when the looper carriage speed is constant, if the friction is 
ignored, the relationship between the average tension of the 
strip in looper and the wire rope tension is given by: 

RopeLooper F
n

F
2

                                                                         (4) 

Because of the constant quantitative relationship between the 
rope tension and the looper average tension, the looper 
tension control is converted into the rope tension control 
between the winch and looper carriage. According to the 
theory in (Pagilla, 2001), we seem the system of the winch, 
wire rope and carriage as a span on the processing line. In 
Fig. 1, the connection part of the rope and carriage is 
equivalent to a movable pulley, and the sliding friction force 
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is ignored. The relationship between the speed of the winch 
and looper carriage is given by 

cw vｖ
２

１                                                                            (5) 

where, wv  and cv  are the velocity of the winch and the 

looper carriage, respectively. That is the carriage and the 
winch are equivalent to the thj  roller and the thj )1(   roller, 
respectively. The wire rope is fixed at one end and the winch 
has just one end, that is, 0,0 11   jj F . Then the wire 

rope tension dynamics and the speed dynamics of the winch 
are given by: 
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where, 
0E --modulus of elasticity of the wire rope; 

A --area of cross-section of the wire rope; 

)(tLRope --length of the wire rope(a variable); 

R --radius of the winch; 

wv  --speed of the winch ( Rw ); 

J --moment of inertia of the winch; 

cv --speed of the looper carriage; 

d  --damping coefficient; 

qT --torque of the output motor; 

Notice that (6) does not meet the superposition principle, and 
there is a highly coupling between the rope dynamics (6) and

speed dynamic (7), which shows the tension dynamics is 
sensitive to speed variations. 

3. TENSION MEASUREMENT 

To obtain the real-time tension, it usually installs a tension 
transducer in industry. But it will increase the hardware cost 
and system complexity. So in this paper we proposed a new 
method to measure the actual tension. 

The tension measurement for the winch system has been 
studied by many researchers, such as the frequency-based 
tension measuring method (Song, 2000) and the nonlinear 
tension measuring method (Lynch, 2004), etc. Based on that, 
in this section, a linear tension measuring method is designed 
according to the model of the tension dynamics, which 
structure is simple and easy to implement. Section 5 will do 
some simulations to test its accuracy. 

Because )(tLRope
 is time-varying with the movement of the 

looper carriage, the analytic equation of the rope tension 
cannot be conducted according to the rope dynamics (6). 
While according to (7), it can be rewritten as: 

qwRope T
R

v
R

J
F

1
2

                                                               (8) 

that is the tension measuring method. 

4. ADRC DESIGN 

4.1  Design process of ADRC controller 

The speed dynamics (7) has a good linearity, and practices in 
industry show that PI control has met requirements of 
rapidity and accuracy, so the speed loop applies PI control. 
And the tension is controlled via ADRC. So the control of the 
rope tension and winch speed forms a cascade control, as 
shown in Fig. 3. 

 Fig. 3. Sketch of the carriage control. 

In Fig. 3, 
fReF  is the reference value of the looper tension; 

2* /nF fRe
 is the corresponding reference value of the rope; 

fRev  is the speed reference value. If fUpRev  is the reference 

value of upstream driven rollers and 
fDownRev  is the reference 

value of downstream driven rollers; n is the layer number of 
the strip; 

fRev  is given by: 

Re Re
Re / 2

fDown fUp
f

v v
v

n


                                                        (9) 

In (6) and (7), the length of the rope is time variables, and the 
first-order ADRC cannot make the system stable tested by 
actual industrial sites. So this paper adopts the two-order 
ADRC. 

In order to facilitate the design of the ADRC, we do 
derivation to the (6) and (7) (Note that, for 
simplicity, ,R Rope R RopeF F L L  ), 
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2 /w Rv R F J                                                                    (11) 

Then substitute (7) and (11) to (10) 
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According to Fig.3, it can be obtained that the tension and the 

speed compose a cascade system. So let the speed wv  as the 

control volume, wvu  . In order to facilitate the design of 

the controller, the (12) is linearized at the working point 
),( wR vF , and described in the following form 

 RF P t bu                                                                        (13) 

Where
0
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 , ˆ( ) ( ) P t d f t  denotes the total 

disturbance (d is the external disturbance and ˆ ( )f t is the 

internal unknown disturbance.): 
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The value of b  cannot be determined, so this paper 
introduces the adjustable parameter 

0b  that is the estimated 

value of b . Taking 
0( ) ( ) ( )  f t P t b b u  as the total 

disturbance which is a bounded value, and the Eq.(13) can be 
rewritten as: 

    0RopeF P t bu f t b u                                                  (16) 

This is the controlled object which is approximated to a two-
order model. Then let 

RRR FyfhfxFxFx  ,,,, 321
 , we can obtain 

the extended state space equation, that is given by 
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In order to reduce controller parameters, linear ADRC is 
designed. That is, the linear state error feedback (LSEF) and 
the linear extended state observer (LESO) are applied 
(Huang, 2012), as shown in Fig. 4. 

fv Re

 

Fig. 4. Sketch of ADRC. 

ESO is used to estimate states and total disturbances; the 
controlled input u and the output of the tension measurement 
module 

RopeObsF  are inputs of ESO. Let 
RopeObsFy  , then ESO 

is given by: 
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                                                     (18) 

where, 
321 ,, zzz  are estimate values of system states and the 

total disturbance, yy , and f , respectively; and 
1 2 3, ,    are 

parameters of ESO. 

The LSEF adopts the PD control, because the total 
disturbance is compensated timely by the variable 

03 / bz , 

which can eliminate the static error and avoid the negative 
effect of the integral negative feedback. The state error 
feedback law and the disturbance compensation is given by: 

0 Re 1 2

0 3

0

( * / 2 )p f du k F n z k z

u z
u

b

  


                                                (19) 

where, 
0, ,p dk k b  are parameters of the controller. 

4.2  Stability analysis of ADRC 

The stability is the precondition of analyzing and designing a 
normally working system, and it can guide the parameter 
setting. The stability of LADRC has been studying in recent 
years (Chen, 2013; Gao, 2003). Then we will prove the 
stability of ADRC applied in this paper. 

The system has been approximated to a second-order model 
and transformed into the extended state space equation, as 
shown in (16) and (17). Then combine it with (18), the error 
equation is 

EheAe e                                                                   (20) 
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where, e is the estimate error of ESO, 
iii xze  , and 
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bounded-output (BIBO) stable if roots of the characteristic 
polynomial of 

eA , 
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3)(   ssss , are all on 

the left half plan and h is bounded. 

According to (19), the state feedback is given by 

]))[(/1( 3210 rkzzkzkbu pdp                      (21) 

where, r is the reference input 2* /nF fRe
. Then the closed-

loop system is represented by 
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Obviously, the closed-loop system is bounded-input 
bounded-output (BIBO) stable if its eigenvalues are in the 
left half plan. The closed-loop eigenvalues satisfy 
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that is, the stability of the closed-loop system is determined 
by two characteristic polynomials 
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For simplicity, we make that 
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So the convergence of LESO and ADRC is determined by 

o  and c . 

4.3  Parameters regulation of ADRC 

Firstly, according to (25), 
dp kk ,  are given by: 

2 , 2p c d ck k   
                                                             

(26) 

When ESO works well, fzyzyz  321 ,,  , 

substituting (19) to (16), yields 
0uy  , that is the control 

system is converted into a cascaded integral form.

Substituting (19) to 
0uy  , the expected closed-loop system 

is 

d p py k y k y k r   
                                                         

(27) 

then the transfer function is 
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The overshoot is zero according to (28). So the main purpose 
is to choose the appropriate control bandwidth to obtain the 
satisfying setting time (The conclusion can be seen in (Chen, 
2013)). According to the definition of the setting time (Gao, 
2003), 

cst /85.5 , 
dp kk ,  can be adjusted according to 

(26). 

Although a large number of simulation experiments show the 
stability region will increase with the increasing of 

0b  (Chen, 

2008), it cannot be too large, or it will make the control 
signal too small to lead to respond slowly. So the tuning of 

0b  is a weighting process of the stability (robustness) and 

response speed. 

Secondly, according to [17], 
1 2 3, ,    are given by: 

2
1 2 3 23 , 3 ,o o k                                                     

(29) 

Generally, when 4,1  ksts
, o  has a minimal effect to 

the observed speed of ESO. So o  can be given by 

co  4 . 
1 2 3, ,    are obtained according to (29). 

In conclusion, the parameter tuning procedure of the second-
order ADRC is followed as: 

1) dp kk ,  are calculated by (26) based on 
st ; 

2) 
1 2 3, ,    are calculate by (29) based on 

o ; 

3) 
0b  is tuned recurrently base on the actual process until 

meeting system requirements. 

5.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The entry looper of the cold-rolled annealing and pickling 
line of stainless steel strip processing line of some company 
is taken as an example. All driven rolls have been done 
friction loss test, which is the basis of the friction load 
compensation during the control process. And all mechanical 
and electrical parameters of the simulation example 
completely come from the processing line and have been 
validated in processing line and simulation of step response. 
And the data for disturbance test are collected from the 
worksite. Fig.5 shows a schematic of the bridle unit of the 
entry looper. 
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Fig. 5. Structure of entry looper bridle unit. 

The looper is located between the 1st bridle and 2nd bridle, 
containing six layers strip steel. The 1st bridle, which 
contains two driven rollers and connects the unwinder with 
the looper, locates at the entrance of the entry looper, and its 
velocity is the reference value in the entire processing line. 

The 2nd bridle, which contains two driven rollers and two 
idle rollers and connects the continuous annealing section 
with the looper, locates at the export of the entry looper and 
transports strip to the annealing furnace in a constant 
velocity. Parameters of the stainless steel strip are shown in 
table 1, and the main mechanical and electrical parameters of 
the driven rolls are shown in table 2. 

Table 1.  Parameters of stainless steel strip. 

 cross-section 
area 

elastic 
modulus 

density 

Value 1.81E-03 2m  2.06E+11 Pa  8710 3/ mKg  

Table 2.  Mechanical and electrical parameters. 

 rotary 
inertia/kgm2 

roll 
diameter/m 

gear ratio 
- 

wrap angle 
dgree 

nominal torque 
Nm 

rated 
power/ 

kw 

nominal 
speed/ 
rpm 

Roll 1.1 5 1 19.4000 10 722.755 75 991 
Roll 1.2 6 1 19.9079 11 962.702 100 992 
Roll 2.1 1.94 1 32.5275 10 359.461 37 983 
Roll 2.2 1.65 1 31.5986 11 213.516 22 984 
Roll 2.3 1.75 1 32.5986 12 179.365 18.5 985 
Winch 
Roll   

11.25 1.45 101.26 11 1540.323 160 992 

5.1  Simulation results of tension measurement 

Under the open-loop control, this section tests the effect of 
the tension measurement method from two aspects. 

(1) Speed disturbance 

The reference tension of the looper is 33626N. That is the 
reference tension of the rope is 100878N. The reference 
speed of the 1st bridle decreases from 327.274rpm to 62rpm 
in Fig. 6(a); the speed of the 2nd bridle keeps constant. So the 
looper begins to unwind at this time. According to (9), the 
speed of the winch is shown in Fig. 6(b), which decreases 
from 288.96rpm to 0 and increase to 28.245rpm reversely. 
Fig. 7 shows the comparison between the observed value and 
the actual tension under open-loop control. 
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Fig. 6. Speed of upstream rollers and winch. 
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Fig. 7. Results of tension measurement module. 

According to Fig. 7, it turned out that the tension 
measurement method can track the actual tension well. The 
results also shows that the tension has about 21.4% overshoot 
when the winch speed crosses zero and it needs about 17.5s 
to adjust. So we can conclude that the anti-interference ability 
of the open-loop control is poor. 

(2) Tension disturbance 

Keeping the 1st bridle reference speed at 327.274rpm, the 
looper tension reference value is shown in Fig.8, jumping 
from 33626N to 35626N. Fig. 9 shows the results of the 
comparison between the observed value and the actual 
tension under open-loop control. 
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Fig. 8. Looper tension reference value. 
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Fig. 9. Results of tension measurement module. 

According to Fig.9, it turned out that the tension 
measurement method can track the actual tension well. And 
at the instant of tension changing suddenly, the setting time is 
about 5s. So we also can conclude that the response speed of 
the open-loop control is slower. 

Base on the above results, the tension measurement method is 
effective and accurate. 

5.2  Simulation results of tension control 

The reference tension of looper is 33626N. Following the 
parameter regulating procedure described in section 4.3, 
parameters of the design are shown in table 3. 

Table 2.  Parameters of ADRC and PI controller. 

 Values of the gains used in the simulation 
PI 41.0 10pk   0.033ik   

ADRC 900  50c  8
0 1.0 10b    

Then the expected transfer functions of LESO and the closed-
loop system are given respectively by 

2500100

2500
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ss
sGc

                                                  (30) 

9720024300270

97200
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23 


sss
sGo

                                (31) 

The cutoff frequency of LESO and the closed-loop system 
are 46.37 rad/s (7.38Hz) and 32.19 rad/s (5.12Hz), 
respectively. So we can conclude that there is no problem 
about sampling frequency on the implementation of ADRC 
controller. 

Then this part will analyze the tension controlled via the 
proposed method. Due to the page limit, this part just selects 
the speed in Fig. 6 as the tension disturbance. The friction of 
the carriage brought by the inverse of winch speed leads a 
large disturbance to the rope tension. 

Fig. 10 shows results of rope tension control. The result 
demonstrates that the open-loop control has a bad anti-
disturbance ability. When giving a disturbance, it has a large 
overshoot and a long time to adjust. PI control and ADRC 
have a better anti-disturbance ability. Fig. 10(b) shows that 
ADRC can restrain the disturbance peak at 0.29% of the 
reference tension, and it just need 0.3s to adjust. While PI 
control restrain the disturbance peak at 1.9% of the reference 
tension, and it need about 2.5s to adjust. So we can conclude 
that ADRC has a stronger anti-disturbance ability than PI 
control and the open-loop control. 
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(a) Rope Tension Control by Open-loop, PI and ADRC 
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(b) Amplifying Rope Tension Control by PI and ADRC 

Fig. 10. Rope tension control curve. 

Fig. 11 shows the looper tension control. They are almost 
entirely coincidence with the Fig. 10(a). So a detailed 
analysis is omitted. ADRC has the smallest overshoot and 
settling time when giving a disturbance. 
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Fig. 11. Looper tension control of the open-loop,PI and 
ADRC. 

The winch speed is shown in Fig. 12. When the reference 
speed of winch cross zero, the speed of the open-loop control 
has a great fluctuation and it need about 17.5s to adjust. 
While the settling time of PI and ADRC are about 2s and 
1.5s, respectively; and PI control has a 16.7% overshoot. 
Furthermore, from Fig. 12(b), after adding the disturbance, PI 
control has a fluctuation. Thus, the control effect of ADRC is 
better than PI control obviously. 
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(a) Winch Speed by Open-loop, PI and ADRC 
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(b) Amplifying Winch Speed 

Fig. 12. Winch speed. 
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The speed curves of looper carriage are shown in Fig.13. The 
control effect is similar with the winch speed. So a detailed 
analysis is omitted. Obviously, ADRC is the best control 
method. 
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(a) Looper Carriage Speed by Open-loop, PI and ADRC 
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(b) Amplifying Looper Carriage Speed 

Fig. 13.  Looper carriage speed. 

Furthermore, from Fig.12, the initial value of 
w is about 158 

n/rpm. Then according to (5), the line speed of the carriage is 

0.0573 m/s. From Fig.13, the initial value of cv is 0.0580 m/s. 
The tolerance between the actual speed and the calculated 
speed is 0.0007 m/s. 

In sum, the proposed modelling strategy is effective and 
accurate according to results of Fig. 10, Fig. 11, Fig. 12 and 
Fig. 13. The ADRC controller is better than the open-loop 
control and PI control, and ADRC controller has a strong 
anti-disturbance ability. 

Remark1: Compared with (Zhou, 2007), this paper has two 
advantages: 

1) In modelling 

In this paper we converted the looper tension control into the 
control of the wire rope tension between the winch and the 
looper carriage, and then replace the tension meter by a new 
tension measurement method. During modelling, it avoided 
to consider the elasticity and uniformity of the strip and the 
dynamics of the tension meter and idle rollers (Zhou, 2007). 
So this method is simple for modelling and easy to analyse 
the characteristics of the system and design a controller. 

2) Simulation results 

In (Zhou, 2007), the velocity loop and the tension loop both 
applied the ADRC, while in this paper the velocity loop and 
the tension loop applied the PI control and the ADRC, 
respectively. The PI control is easy to design and tune 
parameters. And we apply the field data to simulate in order 
to be more accurate and satisfy the actual application than 
(Zhou, 2007). Furthermore, as to the velocity loop, according 
to simulation results, the control effect of PI control is better 
than the ADRC under the open-loop condition. Under the 
closed-loop condition, the winch and the looper velocity 
controlled by ADRC in this paper only have a small 

fluctuation when the velocity crosses zero; in (Zhou, 2007), it 
has a tracking error when the desired velocity changes. 

Overall, we can conclude that the proposed method in this 
paper is effective and valuable for future study about the 
looper control. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents an application study of ADRC in solving 
the looper tension control problem of the stainless steel strip 
processing line. In order to simplify the control design, the 
looper tension control is converted into the tension control of 
the wire rope between the winch and the looper carriage. 
Then a new tension measurement method and a second-order 
ADRC for the tension loop are designed. Meanwhile, the 
stability conditions and parameter tuning procedure are 
discussed. Finally, it takes the looper of the pickling section 
of the stainless steel strip processing line as an example. 
Results of the measured tension show that the tension 
measurement method can track the actual tension well and 
completely replace the tension meter theoretically; results of 
tension control experiments show that the proposed design is 
effective, and ADRC does a much better job at rejecting the 
disturbances than the open-loop control and PI control. 
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